Appendix B
Staying Safe: Guidance for Passengers
This guidance is provided to assist passengers in identifying hackney carriage and private hire vehicles and
the increased risks of using unlicensed vehicles.
The licensing of hackney carriage and private hire vehicles is undertaken by local councils, who in turn set
local criteria around the licensing of the trade (commonly referred to as taxis). This is why hackney
carriages and private hire vehicles look different in different parts of the Country. In the large city areas, a
lot of the hackney carriage vehicles tend to be London style taxis – often commonly referred to as “black
cabs”, in smaller cities, towns, and rural areas including Lancaster City Council area there is no
requirements for all hackney carriages to be London style cabs, in Lancaster they are a mix of saloon cars,
multipurpose vehicles and wheelchair accessible vehicles.
The private hire trade is also licensed by the Lancaster City Council, these vehicles have to be prebooked
through a private hire operator.
Listed below is information on what the different types of licensed vehicles look like in Lancaster and how
you can tell a vehicle is licensed in the first instance.
All licensed vehicles have the following information displayed:


A rear licensed plate that provides a licence number, an expiry date, the vehicle registration number,
and Lancaster City Council Logo. Hackney carriage plates are blue and white in colour and private hire
are yellow, examples are shown below.
(Insert photo of hackney carriage and private hire plates in final version )



All licensed vehicles will also have door signage on the vehicles, showing the licence number.
(insert photos of hackney carriage and private hire door signs in final version )





All licensed vehicles will have no smoking signage on the passenger door windows.
All licensed vehicles will have a tariff card displayed inside the vehicle in such a position that it can be
seen by passengers.
All licensed vehicles will have the public information charter displayed in the vehicle in such a position
that it can be seen by passengers.
(insert copy of public information charter following consultation )

How do Hackney Carriage vehicles look different to Private Hire vehicles
All Lancaster Licensed hackney carriages have to have a roof sign on the top of the vehicle. This can be one
of two types, if the vehicle is a purpose-built hackney carriage, i.e., London taxi/ “black cab” type vehicle it
will have a roof sign built into the front of the vehicle with the words for hire printed on it.
If the vehicle is a saloon or none purpose built hackney it will have the following style roof sign on the
vehicle
(insert photo of roof sign – not yet developed this will be a standard style/ size roof sign to assist in vehicle
ID)
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The door signage is Blue and white in colour
How do Private Hire vehicles look different to Hackney Carriages?
Private hire vehicles do not have any roof signs and the door signage is yellow and black in colour.
Apart from looking different what is the difference between the two types of licensed vehicles often
commonly known as taxis?






A customer can pre book a hackney carriage vehicle, flag it down in the street or pick it up from a
hackney carriage rank.
Only Lancaster licensed hackney carriage vehicles can ply for hire in the streets or at a rank, vehicles
licensed in other areas cannot ply for hire or wait at ranks within the Lancaster area.
Private hire vehicles must be prebooked through a licensed private hire operator. The bookings
must be made in advance of customers getting into the vehicle.
If a customer uses a private hire vehicle without prebooking the vehicle is in effect uninsured as the
insurance in place cannot cover this type of use of the vehicle
Hackney carriages can be prebooked either through a private hire operator or direct with the driver.

Safety issues to consider
 Only get into a vehicle if you satisfied that it is appropriately licensed.
 Only use a private hire vehicle if it has been pre-booked.
 Take note of the vehicle details and pick-up point. Some people chose to take a quick photo of the
vehicle licence plate.
 If possible prebook your return journey before going out
 When prebooking a journey, make sure the collection point and drop off point is in a safe place i.e.,
well lit, busy area, if possible covered by CCTV
 Make sure you have adequate funds to pay for your journey – it may be an offence to take a journey
without have the means to pay.
 Check if the company/ vehicle you are using accepts card payments.
 If travelling alone, consider letting someone know of your journey plans and when your journey has
been completed.
 Use the rear seats of the vehicle in preference to the front seats.
 When prebooking make sure the company/ person you are booking with is licensed by Lancaster
City Council
 Do not fall asleep in the vehicle the driver may not know your exact end location and may feel
uncomfortable in having to try to wake you up.
 When prebooking a private hire vehicle you may be able to agree a fare in advance.

